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Executive Summary 

Over the past few weeks we’ve tried to keep things simple with easier updates, and compared the SPX, DOW and 

COMPQ to see which count would fit the –what we have named- “three-headed-beast.” Since we don’t want to beat 

a dead horse, we will now focus on what lies ahead and assume we’re dealing with a bull till proven otherwise. Why? 

In a bull downside targets are lower than in a bear market. As such we will be conservative allowing for prudent 

profit taking and re-entering. The market will then tell us what’s next: one step at the time. Plenty of time for the 

big bear if/when it unfolds 

In last week’s update we determined: 

1) Still only 3 larger waves up. We need to see 5 larger waves, with thus an additional >50p pullback to 

ascertain 5 waves up are in and thus a new bull has started.  

2) For now the ideal target zone for the current wave up is SPX2075-2080. Secondary targets SPX2095-2115. 

We then expect at least a 50p pullback 

3) SPX 2030-1995 should hold as support 

4) Break below 1995 and then SPX1977 going forward will take the bullish alternate count of the table. 

This week nothing has changed, but our ideal target zone was reached to the T . Hence, the green color. . With 

additional data at hand we can now better target a first likely bottom zone: SPX2005-1995. That’s where we set 

our eyes on for now. The market can then determine if that will be larger wave iv (intermediate degree), or only a 

1st or a-wave low for an unfolding major or Primary C down.  

As you can see both the bear and bull count see a low in that zone of SPX2005-1995; hence why being conservative 

there is most prudent. Of course, always keep an eye on number 4) ! 
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Elliot wave update 

Using the bull count for form, again this is not an endorsement for the bull count as we’ve shown numerous times 

that this count or barely any other bull count for that matter works on the DOW and/or COMPQ; it simple helps us 

determine next logical “low risk, high reward” price targets. See it as “the market is hiding it’s intentions by acting 

as an impulse; a wolf in sheep clothing”. As such, we’ll play along as it continues to track well until it doesn’t. We’ll 

get ample warning before hand. 

Figure 1. SPX 30min chart: minor a and b of intermediate iv / intermediate a in, minor c underway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IF it is indeed a bull, then wave v will take the SPX –ideally- to SPX2130. That’s where (intermediate) v=i.  

IF it is indeed a bear market, we’ll not see a high above SPX2075, but maybe something in the 2045-2060 range for 

a b-wave high. That simple. 

Hence, it is prudent to take profits in this zone regardless. Cont’d next page. 

  

Figure 1 shows the impulse count on the SPX, 

which –to restate- doesn’t work on the DOW 

and COMP, but suggests we should see a 

pullback to the (red) 76.4% retrace at SPX1994; 

as per the insert. Alternatively we’ll see a 

pullback to the (white) 38.2% retrace at SPX 

2004. Both are very common targets for a 4th 

wave at this degree. 
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Zooming in, we can count a possible abc for (green) minor a down to SPX2034. This is only 1p away from the (white) 

23.6% retrace at SPX2033. In 4TH waves the first a-wave typically bottoms at this level. Hence, the script is playing 

along, also because we got a bounce on Friday within the 61.8-76.4% of this minor a, for what is most likely (green) 

minor b. After that bounce, the market went in selling mode all day Friday and we can count 5 wave down (yellow 

insert; blow up from yellow box). Short term a bounce to SPX2050-2055 is likely underway. Cont’d below. 

Figure 2. SPX 30min chart: minor a and b completed. Minor c underway, with first 5 waves down also complete. 

 

Once this bounce is complete, we expect minor c to extend 1.382x a or 1.618x a (from b): green Fib’s. Why? Because 

both overlap perfectly with the 38.2% retrace and 76.4% extension. Since both relationships are very common, we 

are fairly certain either of the two will be the ultimate target for this wave down 

 

In addition, the blue trend lines in Figure 2B shows where we can likely expect support going forward. Falling within 

the ideal price zone. Break below the lowest trend line will be bearish as there is not much support below it. 
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Looking at the COMPQ we can see how price has remained above the $4850 level. A break below would –based on 

price width (red boxes) targets $4740. This is right at the green horizontal S/R level. Translated to the SPX, this 2.3% 

drop targets SPX2000; right in our target zone   

Figure 3. COMPQ30min chart: break below the lower edge of the red box targets $4740, which is strong S/R. 

 

 

In summary: we expect price to hit the SPX2005-1995 zone, and then bounce or make a higher high above 

SPX2075. A higher high from current levels would actually be bearish as there are no larger 5 waves up; there was 

then only one 55p pullback and four 30-40p pullbacks.  

The next sections will go into more detail as to establish additional weight of the evidence to ascertain what we 

established on these two pages; highly recommended reading but not necessary. 
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Market update. 

First item we see in the daily chart is how price keeps finding support at the grey descending trend line; very 

important line in other words. A break below targets the purple ascending trend line at SPX2005ish. Second item we 

note is that after the ideal A.I. buy signal, it’s trying to re-assert a none-ideal buy signal. First time we’ve ever seen 

this happen. Not sure what to make of it. MACD is still in sell, and price hasn’t closed below the 20d SMA (2045) yet. 

Third item we notice are the tightening Bollinger bands: a big move is coming. Maybe not immediately, but certainly 

within the next few days to weeks. 

Figure 4. SPX daily chart. TIs pointing down, SAR above price: ST downtrend. Right at trend line and 20d SMA support.  
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The weekly SPX line chart (closing price based) shows price bumped up against the upper ascending green trend line 

and was rejected. It fell back below the red trendline too (false break out?). Support is in the blue box: SPX2020-

1990. Why? It’s where previous S/R was, and where the 50w and 150w SMAs reside currently. It’s also perfectly in 

between the 50-61.8% retrace (of weekly closing prices!). This price zone is in line with our aforementioned SPX2005-

1995 zone. We can also observe a maxed out FSTO, an A.I. in which the 3 TIs are no longer all 3 in buy (shortest time 

frame TI –black- is now in sell, whereas the other two are flat) 

Figure 5. SPX weekly chart: price rejected at trendline resistance, support at blue box 
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The FTSE remains range bound, and as such doesn’t provide much additional data points either. A close above 6220-

6230 would be bullish. A close below 6045-6035 would be bearish. That’s all there is to it: one and a half  month of 

nothing  

Figure 6. FTSE remains range bound. Break out or break down is needed to establish next larger move. 
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Market breadth 

Despite Friday’s market action, market breadth (NYMO, SPXMO, NAZMO, NDXMO) remained negative (SPXMO 

shown only). As Friday’s rally, like Wednesday’s rally (also on negative breadth) was a bear market rally. Rallies need 

positive market breadth. Now, breadth is back inside the lower Bollinger band and can fall further again into our buy 

zones: -60 to -80, but ideally below -80; our ideal buy zone.  

NYSI, as suggested Thursday, also gave a sell-cross over on Friday (not shown). Now the SPXSI and NYSI are on a sell. 

NASI and NDXSI not yet. The blue and green vertical lines could show a “you are here” when compared to November 

last year. 

Figure 7. Market breadth remains negative, SI sell signal 
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Miscellaneous  

The Price Volume Oscillator (PVO) shows us that the recent rally has run almost on empty as the PVO has dropped 

to negative levels, while the MACD reached maxed out levels: blue dotted line. Each time the PVO is low and the 

MACD maxed out, a rally stalled/topped: blue vertical lines. Volume then picked up on the decline until the PVO was 

maxed out and the MACD very low: red vertical lines. The blue dotted line thus suggests the current rally has stalled 

as volume has dried up, while the MACD has topped. 

Figure 8. PVO and MACD combo strongly suggest a top is near/in 
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Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), and Short term (ST-SMA) continue to improve as price climbs 

higher but still neither are in full-blown bullish mode. The ST is now 75%bullish. The LT chart is still ~67% bearish. 

That’s all there is to it; still no full blown bullish charts. 

Figure 9. LT-SMA chart remains bearish, but did improve  ST-SMA chart continues to improve, but still not fully 

 again this week     bullish yet.  

 

Below is how a bullish chart looks likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. That simple. 

 

For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all SMAs 

pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current charts 

are still (very) bearish. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any moment going 

forward, as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that is that long term 

things are still bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 
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The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 

Continued improvement 


